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+63 947 6868922

joebenmirana09@gmail.com

http://www.joebenmirana.com
 (inactive for now)

https://www.facebook.com/joebenmirana09

ICONStrategies BPO | Website Developer (2013 - 2017)

ZenoRadio | Website Developer (2013 - 2016)

East West Corporation | Database Administrator (2013)

CA Telemarketing Inc. | Data Entry Specialist (2010 - 2013)

CIIT College of Arts And Technology (2015)
Web Specialist - PHP & MySQL Programming 

Converge ICT  (2014)
CISCO Certified Network Associate Training

New Era University (2010 - 2015)
Bachelor of Science in Electronics And Communication Engineering

- Creation of site layout/user interface from provided design concepts by 
using standard HTML/CSS practices.
- Placement and layout of web site pages given client provided content.
- Development of robust and user-friendly .NET-based web applications.
- Design and creation of relational database schemas
SQL Server T-SQL development.
- Application/Framework design as needed.
- Specifications/Requi- Specifications/Requirements gathering as needed.
- Routine daily maintenance of existing sites and applications.
- Meet all technical requirements of the Company.
- Other tasks as assigned.

Hard work is my virtue. I can work beyond my limits to deliver a job well 
done. I am also a fast learner person. And to top that, you will enjoy work-
ing with me, for I am funny and positive kind of person.

My mission is to make clients happy and 
my secondary mission is to make clients happy. 

- Creation of site layout/user interface from provided design concepts by 
using standard HTML/CSS practices.
- Placement and layout of web site pages given client provided content.
- Routine daily maintenance of existing sites and applications.

- Collecting contact information of clients from a given files.
- Creating a record of client details using a database.
- Sending email to clients about company's product.

- Gathering data from restaurant websites and add them to our database.
- Managing database.
- Verify data collected by other agents and put it into process.


